SCHOOL UNIFORM 2022-2023
The appearance of any young person is primarily the responsibility of that individual and his/her parents. We expect students to maintain the type of neatness and grooming that does not interfere with the health and safety of themselves or others, nor with the educational process or religious dimension of the school. All uniforms must be clean, in good repair and properly fitted. All clothing must be labeled with the child’s name.

The school recognizes that particular hairstyles are often part of racial, ethnic, spiritual, and cultural identity and practice. Accordingly, it is the policy of the School to permit individual families to decide the appropriate cared–for hairstyle for their children. ADM 8.0

School uniforms are purchased from Flynn O’Hara Uniform Company.
Flynn O’Hara Uniforms
8868 Waltham Woods Rd.
Parkville, MD 21234
410-828-4709
https://flynnohara.com/

PREK FALL/WINTER UNIFORMS (Nov. 1; March 31)
Girls and Boys
* Short or long sleeve navy uniform polo shirt
* Khaki elastic waist pants; no snaps, buttons, zippers or belts (No jumpers for PreK)
* Navy cardigan sweater with SJA logo or Navy ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo
* Solid color black or white tennis shoes with Velcro closure (no tie shoes)
* White socks that cover the ankle – no logos

PREK SUMMER UNIFORMS Options (August 29 - Oct. 31; April 1 – June 8)
Girls and Boys
* Short sleeve navy blue uniform polo shirt
* Khaki elastic waist shorts no snaps, buttons, zippers or belts
* Navy cardigan sweater with SJA logo or Navy crewneck sweatshirt with SJA logo or Navy ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo
* Solid color black or white tennis shoes with Velcro closure (no tie shoes)
* White socks that cover the ankle – no logos

GRADES K-5 FALL/WINTER UNIFORMS (Nov. 1; March 31)
Girls
* SJA plaid jumper (jumpers should be no more than 2 inches above the knee) with white peter pan collar blouse (cotton or polyester)
  or
* Khaki slacks with SJA navy banded bottom shirt, or SJA navy polo shirt (tucked in and worn with brown or black belt)
* Navy tights, navy leggings with white or navy socks that cover the ankle, navy knee socks, white or navy socks that cover the ankle – no logos
* Navy cardigan sweater with SJA logo or Navy ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo
* Uniform tan buck shoes
  * Grade 1 wears solid color black or white tennis shoes or tan buck shoes
  * Kindergarten wears solid color black or white tennis shoes with Velcro closure (no tieshoes)
* Jewelry: watches, 1 pair of small earrings worn in the earlobe, one ring, a religious cross medal worn on a thin chain
* No make-up
* ONLY clear/natural nail polish and natural nails are permitted
* No Smart watches are permitted

Boys
• Khaki trousers (worn with brown or black belt)
• Long or short sleeve navy blue SJA polo shirt (tucked in)
• White or navy socks that cover the ankle – no logos
• Navy sweater or vest with SJA logo or Navy blue ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo
• Uniform tan buck shoe
  • Grade 1 wears solid color black or white tennis shoes or tan buck shoe
  • Kindergarten wears solid color black or white tennis shoes with Velcro closure (no tieshoes)
• Jewelry: watches, crosses or religious medals worn on a thin chain
• No Smart watches are permitted

GRADeS K-5 SUMMER UNIFORMS Options (August 29 - Oct. 31; April 1 – June 8)
• Khaki shorts (worn with brown or black belt)
• Khaki uniform skort
• SJA navy blue polo shirt (tucked in) or SJA navy blue banded bottom shirt
• White or navy socks that cover the ankle – no logos
• Uniform tan buck shoes
  • Grade 1 wears solid color black or white tennis shoes or tan buck shoe
  • Kindergarten wears solid color black or white tennis shoes with Velcro closure (no tieshoes)
• No long sleeve shirts may be worn under short sleeve shirts nor leggings worn under shorts.
• Girls may wear SJA plaid jumper (jumpers should be no more than 2 inches above the knee) with white peter pan collar blouse (cotton or polyester)
• Navy cardigan sweater with SJA logo or Navy crewneck sweatshirt with SJA logo or Navy ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo

MIDDLE SCHOOL Grades 6-8 FALL/WINTER UNIFORMS (Nov. 1; March 31)
Girls
• SJA plaid skirt or khaki slacks (worn with a black or brown belt)
• SJA navy blue banded bottom shirt or SJA navy polo shirt (tucked in)
• Navy tights, navy leggings with white or navy socks that cover the ankle Navy knee socks, white or navy socks that cover the ankle - no logos
• Navy sweater with SJA logo or Navy blue ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo
• Uniform tan buck shoes
• Jewelry: watches, crosses or religious medals worn on a thin chain, one small pair earrings worn in the ear lobe or 1 pair of small hoop earrings, one ring
• No make-up
• Only natural nails are permitted with clear/natural nail polish
• No Smart watches are permitted

Boys
• Khaki trousers (worn with brown or black belt)
• Navy blue SJA long or short sleeve polo shirt (tucked in)
• Navy sweater with SJA logo or Navy blue ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo
• White or navy socks that cover the ankle
• Uniform tan buck shoes
• Jewelry: watches, crosses or religious medals worn on a thin chain
• No Smart watches are permitted

MIDDLE SCHOOL Grades 6-8 SUMMER UNIFORMS Options (August 29 - Oct. 31; April 1 – June 8)
• Khaki shorts worn (worn with brown or black belt)
• Khaki uniform skort or SJA plaid skirt
• SJA navy blue banded bottom shirt or SJA navy polo shirt (tucked in)
• White or navy socks that cover the ankle – no logo
• Uniform tan buck shoes
• No long sleeve shirts may be worn under short sleeve shirts.
• No leggings may be worn under shorts.
• Navy sweater with SJA logo or Navy crewneck sweatshirt with SJA logo or Navy ¼ zip fleece pullover with SJA logo

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNIFORM** (PreK – Grade 8)

**Summer PE Uniform** (August 29 - Oct. 31; April 1 - June 8)
• PE uniform instead of the regular uniform on PE days
• Regular tennis shoes that tie or have Velcro closings are required.
• White socks that cover the ankle – no logos
• Grey short sleeve t-shirt with SJA logo
• Navy micromesh gym shorts with SJA logo
• Navy Crewneck sweatshirt with SJA logo
• No jewelry is permitted on PE days
• Parents should make sure that the student is dressed properly for weather conditions.

**Winter PE Uniform** (Nov. 1; March 31)
• Regular tennis shoes that tie or have Velcro closings are required
• White socks that cover the ankle – no logos
• Navy Crewneck sweatshirt with SJA logo
• Grey t-shirt, long or short sleeves, with SJA logo
• Navy uniform sweatpants with SJA logo
• No jewelry is permitted on PE days
• Parents should make sure that the student is dressed properly for weather conditions.

**Spirit wear and hoodies are not part of the regular uniform. Jackets are not to be worn in the building. Second layers are described above.**

**Out of Uniform Days**
On occasion, there may be out of uniforms days scheduled. Clothing may not contain terms, logos, pictures, cartoons, slogans, writing, or images that are offensive, political, harassing, or discriminatory in nature.

Students also MAY NOT WEAR:
• Dresses, skirts, or shorts more than 2 inches above the knee
• Sandals or other open shoes (safety reasons)
• Pants or jeans with tears, shreds or holes
• Tightly fitted or revealing clothing. (leggings must be worn with a long shirt that covers the top half of the leg)
• Tank tops, sleeveless shirts, or shirts with cut – out shoulders
**When in doubt, do not wear it to school.**

If an article of clothing is deemed to be inappropriate, a student may be required to alter his/her apparel. Students who are wearing inappropriate clothing will not be permitted to attend classes until that clothing has been changed. Parents will be notified in this event.

**Field Trips**
Students are expected to wear their regular uniform on all field trips unless otherwise specified.

**Lost and Found**
St. Joan of Arc requires that all items of clothing be labeled with the child’s first and last name. In that way, we may return clothing that is left in an area other than the child’s classroom. Due to limited space, unclaimed clothing will be held for one month in the lost and found bin and then be donated.